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A look at c-store food equipment innova-
tions would not be complete without prop-
er adulation for catalytic converters. They 
convert the fumes created by an oven into 
a less-harmful form, eliminating the need 
for a ventilation system. High-speed ov-
ens, self-contained fryers and other cook-
ing-equipment categories have adopted 
catalytic converters when possible. 

But perhaps the biggest pendulum swing 
toward c-store foodservice at the show was 
the increase in combi ovens geared to the 
segment. Historically reserved for high-
end restaurants, institutional dining or 
hotel operations, these kitchen beasts can 
roast, bake, steam and grill to precise spec-
i� cations. Smaller footprints and intuitive 
touch-screen controls have helped make 
them a possibility for c-stores, and Eloma, 
Alto-Shaam, Rational, Manitowoc and 
Henny Penny all had on display combis that 
would easily be at home in a c-store. These 
ovens are a big investment and take train-
ing to work well, but the companies behind 
them seem ready and willing to help c-stores 
take the leap. 

Prior to the NAFEM Show, 
Y-Pulse, a division of Olson 
Communications (ypulse.org), 
conducted a survey of foodservice 
operators to identify what they 
were most interested in fı nding at 
the show. 

Percent of operators who 
said primary cooking equipment 
was at the top of their NAFEM
shopping list. 

Were looking for specialty 
cooking equipment such as 
smokers, woks and pizza ovens.

Most Desired 
Kitchen Solutions
> High-volume performance:
“A reliable toaster to handle heavy 
use.”
> Dependable temperature 
control: “Coolers that have larger 
compressors that don’t have a high 
fail rate.”
> Simplifı ed controls: “Less 
digital equipment.”
> Healthier cooking methods: 
“Oil-less fryer.”
> Enhanced Reliability: “A combi 
oven that does not break down.”

29%

71% 

E Q U I P M E N T 
F O R E C A S TI

t’s easy to see menu trends re� ected in 
the equipment on display at NAFEM, be 
it craft co� ee, smoothies, fast and fresh 
pizza or even menu labeling. (BSI De-
signs had a smart solution for providing 

calorie counts on food bars: a sneeze guard 
with small digital screens.) Souhrada saw 
bigger themes of freshness, customization 
and theater threaded throughout the aisles.

“[Consumers have] a greater deal of 
control, and they have the assurance that 
whatever food product they are consuming 
was made fresh for them,” he says. “That’s 
becoming more and more important as you 
consider the trend toward [customization].

“That kind of theme is pulling through 
to the c-store segment, where [the] food is 
becoming much more sophisticated and 
desirable.”

Yes, the future of c-store foodservice lies 
in the hands of impeccable food products, 
dedicated operators and astute marketing 
teams. But true evolution comes from the 
minds of the mechanical engineers quietly 
working on the next big equipment innova-
tion. Where will it � t in your store? 

Source: Y-Pulse

Catalytic converters allow
most rapid-cook ovens, such as 
Alto-Shaam's Xcelerate, to be 
used without ventilation.  

Like combis, rapid-
cook ovens come with 
one-touch-cooking 
programming 
capabilities.

Rapid-cook ovens use 
convection heat and 
microwaves for fast cooking 
that keeps food moist.


